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The Scott Wilson Millennium project - Mozambique School Project.
Walking to work - With thanks to Jack Symmons for the use of his photo, taken while working out on the
Mozambique school.
Walking to work on the front cover image are Kerry Scott, Ed McCay, Neomie Abeyawickrama and Stephen Warnock
and not forgetting some of the children from the school.
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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE

Better
together
Update from Geoff French
I would like to welcome all our colleagues who are reading

We continue to expand across the world and our new

Exchange for the first time, especially those from Benaim,

offices in Australia, another joint venture in China and

the Terence Lee Partnership and Strategic Leisure whose

double digit growth in China, India and the Middle East

skills further expand the services that Scott Wilson offers

mark further milestones in our global reach. I hope that

Its clients.

this latest edition of Exchange continues to reach all our
staff regardless of where they are located and I am sure

The theme for this edition is global collaboration and the

that you will join me in celebrating the strength and depth

projects highlighted in our Project Update demonstrate

of our collective ability as we work together to meet the

the range of co-operation and work sharing that is

needs of our clients around the world.

happening across Scott Wilson. The Country Profile on
India identifies how well placed we are to continue to take
advantage of the opportunities presented by the strong
growth in that country's economy.

Our latest annual results, published at the end of June
2008, reflect the tremendous growth we have achieved
since becoming a public company in March 2006.
Our CEO, Hugh Blackwood, uses Spotlight to give his
assessment of how well we have performed - and the
challenges we face moving forward.
One of the highlights in this edition has to be the work

Our future Chairman
Geoff French

done by the volunteers through the Millennium Project in
building the School in Mozambique, which was opened by
John Nutt in mid August. Many congratulations to the
organising team and all the volunteers whose ambition,
imagination, determination and collaboration have
demonstrated the very best of Scott Wilson.
The Scott Wilson UK Awards, to be presented at
the Millennium Project Balls in October and the Global
Awards decided in December are a great opportunity for
each of you to nominate and celebrate the excellence of
our work and the people who create it. This September
marks my 40th year with Scott Wilson and I continue to be
enthused and amazed by the contribution of our people
around the world and I will be very proud, once again, to
present the awards to the worthy winners.
As announced earlier this month I will become the
Non Executive Chairman of the company from November.
This change reflects a more normal Pie Board Structure,
but will enable me to continue to guide and monitor our
progress,

whilst

handing

over

management of the business

the

running

to our sole

and
CEO

Hugh Blackwood.
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PROJECT UPDATE

A new era for Botany Bay
Port Botany Expansion is a Design and Build project which

tug berth structures, navigational aids, boat ramp, foreshore

undertaken from the newly established Sydney office by

involves construction of a new container terminal adjacent to

revetments as well as breakwater. Scott Wilson has alsc\.

Alan Betts, Sam Harris and Jenny Li.

the existing container terminal area in Botany Bay (Sydney,

provided technical support for, and review of, other

Australia); to provide five extra berths as well as public

engineering aspects such as geotechnical assessments and

recreational facilities such as boat ramp and beach area.

3D structural modelling analysis.

A land area of 60 hectares will be formed for the new terminal
through dredging and reclamation using marine sand.

The three Scott Wilson offices working on Port Botany

The project also involves the construction of a 1.Bkm long

Expansion are combining their skills very effectively. Michael

new quay structure using around 200 precast counterfort

Chalmers, the Project Director, and Ian Muir, Project

quay wall units.

Manager are based in Hong Kong alongside Timothy Yip
who is leading the maritime team for the design works.

The AUS 1 billion construction contract was won by the
consortium, Baulderstone Homibrook - Jan de Nul Joint

3D structural modelling analysis is being headed by

Venture. As maritime sub-consultant, Scott Wilson's task has

Tony Wooldridge In the Basingstoke office, while project

been design of the maritime works including main berth and

coordination , as well as clienUconsultant liaison, is being

World in motion
Scott Wilson's contribution to 'The World', the spectacularly

Oqyana is being developed to provide luxury villas, hotels

ambitious offshore Dubai development, is a shining example

and apartment buildings around a central harbour, retail and

teamworking among the different Scott Wilson teams and

of collaboration in practice. Oqyana. a group of 22 islands,

leisure complex, serving a population of some 15,000.

our subconsultants".

represents the countries of Australia and New Zealand and

Scott Wilson's challenge is complex: the remit covers all

in June 2007 Scott Wilson was appointed as Lead

marine aspects, mooring and navigation facilities, beaches,

Infrastructure Engineer.

island edges, and service distribution networks, together with

This would not have been possible without excellent focused

a service island incorporating electricity generation and
Under Project Technical Director, Kim Candler, and Project

substations, potable water desalination, sewerage treatment,

Manager, David Lindsay, a wide spectrum of disciplines is

irrigation

being marshalled to fulfil the project. Infrastructure, marine &

operations, environment, health and security facilities and

storage,

cooling

plant,

with

maintenance,

maritime, environmental and other specialists from various

living accommodation for 2000 staff.

UK offices are collaborating with experts in quay walls
and underwater services crossing from Hong Kong, and the

Kim describes the key challenges as: "the integrated design

Dubai office which is responsible for liaison with the client

of the service island, and the coordination of the services

- Oqyana Ltd - and statutory approvals.

distribution network to a tight timetable within the limited
space and maritime constraints of the island situation.

Ain't no mountain high enough
The European high speed railway network is set to triple in

The Concession contract was awarded to TP Ferro, a special

size by 2020 and wi'I require significant collaboration between

purpose company incorporated by Eiffage (French) and

countries harnessing the best engineering expertise

Dragados (Spanish), in 2004. Construction is scheduled to

available.

be completed by February 2009.

The Perpignan-Figueres high speed line connecting France

Scott Wilson's Business Consultancy team based in London

and Spain forms an international section of the high speed rail

was appointed as Lenders' Advisor to carry out technical and

network. It will carry both passengers and freight traffic and

commercial due diligence.

reduce journey times between Lyons and Barcelona by more
than two hours. The most difficult engineering aspect of the

"Interaction throughout this project has really tested our

project was the double bore tunnel through the Pyrenees,

abilities to operate cross-culturally and in different languages

which is in one of the most complex and faulted geological

while maintaining technical and commercial perspective",

zones of Europe.

says Alan Brookes, Project Director. "Our efforts fostered
excellent collaboration between the parties."

INSIDE SCOTT WILSON

A brand for all seasons
John Blyth, Group Brand Manager
Mercedes-Benz,

Coca-Cola,

Apple

and

McKinsey.

intellectual capability comes in a friendly, approachable

What's the connection? Sure, they're all high profile

package. We have a quiet but intense passion for the

multinationals but they are also all united by a common and

challenges

enduring faith in their brands as their most treasured asset.

These are great reasons, from a client's standpoint,

that

motivate

and

bring

us

together.

to trust us to bring their visions into reality.
All very interesting perhaps, but Is it relevant to Scott Wison?

Hence, the new tagline that we are soon

Well, as a global enterprise operating in highly competitive

launching to encapsulate the Scott Wilson

sectors, our brand's reputation is crucial to our continuing

promise.

success. As we continue to grow and achieve strategic goals,
we need to hold onto the ideas and habits that have made our

Shared ambition. Real results.

company culture successful. We codify these ideas and
habits in a simple and clear brand strategy so that we can all

While a new brand proposition adds tremendous clarity to our

embed these principles into our daily practice,

marketing and business development activities, with a purity
of message supported by an enhanced visual style, it has

To this end, people from across Scott Wilson have been

significant implications internally too. Vision, values and

working to distil the essence of what makes Scott Wilson

brand are all intimately linked, forming the inimitable essence

great. Drawing on the insights and experience of a

of the business.
Scott Wilson's mission is how we will act on the mission,

cross-section of staff from around the world, and talking to
major clients has enabled us to develop a strong, sharp

The brand values are the beliefs we hold in common that

brand idea. One that is both synchronised with our culture

define and distinguish us:

setting out an inspirational path for the business to follow.

We transform societies' greatest challenges into great results.

and attractive to the market.
Ambitious - challenge-seeking and dedicated
The design and engineering sector has yet to become

Passionate

brand-sophisticated. Our competitors, by and large, are not

Collaborative - honest and inclusive

proud and driven

the key initiatives that drive Scott Wilson towards its strategic

disseminating a single-minded point of view to differentiate

Knowledgeable - accessible and reliable

goals. And, crucially, equip us with the 'script' to articulate

themselves. This means Scott Wilson has a great

The above will be used together to inform, inspire and guide

confidently the distinctive advantages of working with (or for)

opportunity to take a lead. (A senior manager recently put

Our vision is based on the values and directs our strategy and

it very plainly: 'our market is screaming out for brand

our actions.

leadership'.) To create and own positive associations

Scott Wilson,

So look out for news on the fresh, integrated approach to

that stay uniquely ours in the minds of all our key

The challenge to balance the needs of man and nature has

the Scott Wilson brand (there will be a full internal launch

stakeholders, not !east clients and prospects

never been so important. We have a shared duty to shape the

and a market roll-out campaign to complement the

kind of environments we want for ourselves and for

half-year results in December) and find out how you can

future generations.

get 'on brand'.

Client research confirms that at Scott Wilson profound

Leading the way
Steve Brundle, Director, Strategic Consultancy
level,

includes a number of high profile projects in the Americas

development on behalf of a group of lenders and investors.

cross-discipline, integrated services, equally applicable to all

and throughout Europe. By linking our local transport

As we continue to build our programme and project

our market sectors and geographic regions. It combines

consultancy capability In the Middle East with that in the

management

Business Consultancy, Transport Consultancy, Programme

UK, we recently dellvered a 20-year National Transport

multi-disciplinary infrastructure projects. Nothing illustrates

& Project Management and Ports & Airports.

Masterplan for the State of Qatar, which idenbfies investment

this better than our recent success in being appointed as

projects valued at some US$ 50bn.

designers to the Laing O'Rourke consortium for the

With support from our specialists in the Environment &

The ultimate client is Dubai Ports World.

Strategic

Consultancy

brings

together

high

In the rapidly expanding global infrastructure market, we are
able to combine our strategic consultancy skills with our

capability

we

undertake

ever-larger

UK's largest port project, London Thames Gateway.

regional business strength to meet the needs of our global

Natural Resources Sector, we are proud to be leading the

clients in a wide range of geographic regions. For example,

UK's foremost resource efficiency programme in the South

we have recently supported the flotation of an infrastructure

and East of England. During the past three years the

while in Scott Wilson but strategic consultancy has been

investment fund In Asia Pacific - harnessing the combined

programme has diverted over 3 million tonnes of waste from

formalised as a business unit from 1st May 2008. Despite the

skills of our UK-based investment advisors with the local

landfill and reduced C0 2 emissions by over 4 million tonnes.

diversity and wide distribution of skills, time and time again

In Islamabad, Pakistan, the Centaurus Commercial Complex

values to which we all aspire. This is reflected In the client

Our transport consultancy business continues to grow

is a shining example of our emerging business activity in the

testimonials increasingly crossing my desk, praising our

through our role as strategic advisers to global organisations

Buildings and Infrastructure sector. Here we are providing

responsiveness, our creative thought and our ambition to

such as Cintra, Macquarie and Goldman Sachs. Our portfolio

independent due diligence on this iconic first mixed-use

help them achieve their own business goals.

market knowledge of our teams in China and SE Asia.

The concept of business consulting has been around for a

I am impressed by the personification of the corporate
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SPOTLIGHT ON BUSINESS

Another great year for Scott Wilson
"Another consecutive year of strong revenue, profit and margin growth
reflecting the strength of the core business and enhanced intern ' tional performance"
Hugh Blackwood, CEO
Scott Wilson continues to consolidate its leading position in

• Colombo Port Site Supervision, Colombo, Sri Lanka

the transportation sector. Our representation has substantial

• Sheremetevo Airport Master Plan, Moscow,

breadth across sector and geography building on a history of

Russian Federation

delivering complex transport projects. Our range of projects
illustrates the expertise that has enabled Scott Wilson to

Current prOJects

build a flourishing global presence in transportation.

• East London Line Extension, London, UK

The worldwide opportunities remain immense.

• Edinburgh Tram, Edinburgh, UK
• M1 Jt 10-13 Luton to Bedford and A5 Link,
Dunstable, Bedfordshire, UK

Newwms

• Airdrie to Bathgate Re-opening, Scotland, UK

• Jebel Ali Container Terminal, Dubai, UAE

• Three Counties Alliance Partnership, East Midlands, UK

• Hawler International Airport, Erbil, Iraq

• York Street Interchange, Belfast, UK

Our
Buildings & Infrastructure 30% of Group revenue

buildings

&

infrastructure

specialists

support

• Woodcock Street, Aston Science Park, Birmingham, UK

clients worldwide: from planning through transportation

• Kingston University. Kingston-upon-Thames, UK

and infrastructure to complete developments. They offer

• Al Shahama Palace, Abu Dhabi, UAE

architecture,

building

services,

civil

and

structural

engineering, together with a wealth of auxiliary disciplines

Current pro1ects

from archaeology to acoustics, from ecological studies

• Tesco CCHP Master Rollout, UK

to energy and sustainable solutions. The projects reflect

• National Assembly Buildings, Kingdom of Bahrain

exceptional design, flair and project management skills.

• Tii New Industrial Park Development of Houjie, China
• Greenwich Peninsula, London, UK
• 5-6 St James's Square, London, UK

Neww1ns

• Central ManU, Bangkok, Thailand
• Hyatt Regency, Suzhou, China

Our natural resources sector operates Internationally

Current pro1ects

providing advisory, management and design services to an

• Simandou Iron Ore Railway, Simandou, Guinea

increasing global clientele to support the rising worldwide

• Goltsovoye Silver Mine, Siberia, Russian Federation

demand for energy,

• Nuclear Repository Studies, UK

mineral resources and water.

Our strategic growth plans for this sector address the rising

• Sakhalin II, Phase 2,Technical Support for Pipeline

demand and our ability to offer resourceful solutlons for

Route Feasibility and Slope Study, Sakhalin,

our clients.

Russian Federation

Neww1ns
• Eastern Nile Hydropower, Ethiopia, Sudan and Egypt
• Sahara Water Resources Masterplan, Morocco
• Tseun Wan Tunnel, Hong Kong

Scott Wilson is a leading environmental consultancy providing

• Westminster Noise Surveys, London, UK

a wide range of skills and expertise to clients , delivering

• Wildfowl Mapping, UK Pines Calyx, St Margaret's Bay, UK

specialist and innovative advice on projects across the
globe on issues such as climate change mitigation and

Current proiects

adaptation and over the full spectrum of environmental

• National Industrial Symbiosis Project, UK

sustainability. Teams working across transportation, buildings

• Sherford New Town, Sherford, UK

& infrastructure and natural resources are committed to

• Wolong Panda Reserve, Wenchuan County, China

tailored environmental solutions.

• Halong Bay Floating Cultural Centre, Northern Vietnam

New wins
• UK Government Sustainability Appraisal of UK Eco Towns
• UK Prison Authority - carbon management

SPOTLIGHT ON BUSINESS

"We have continued to

Total revenue

f m11!1on

progress in line with our long
term strategic objectives"
At a series of presentations to our Institutional Investors,

+24°/o

Total revenue, mclud1ng share of joint ventures, £324.2m

following the publication of last year's annual review in the
summer I have been setting our 2007/8 annual results into the
wider context. This edition of Exchange gives me the
opportunity of sharing with each of you how well we have
performed over the past financial year and set out some of

Ac11usted* operat1ny profit

the challenges we face moving forward.

The global demand for infrastructure has continued to grow,
despite a weakening economic outlook in the UK.
Pressure on infrastructure and resources continues to be
driven by increased economic activity, population growth,

+39°/o
Adjusted" operating profit £22 6m

greater urbanisation, enhanced level of expectation and a
higher demand for travel. This pressure is set against
a growing anxiety about issues such as sustainability
and climate change. Our business is increasingly well
equipped and well positioned to engage with these

Order book
fmll!1on

emerging challenges.

We have continued to progress in line with our long
term strategic objectives. Driven by our diverse clients,
a substantial amount of our revenue is generated from
projects outside the UK. Our regional businesses have

+9°/o

fl
214

:a..-· 257

~

11
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I ~I
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succeeded in increasing their profitability and estabnshing a
solid platform from which to continue the pursuit of our

2005

:.1·~~!

1•

- ···~=-'1

Order book £280m

86

280

2006

.A ...

2007

2008

objective of creating an integrated global enterprise.
• See 2008 Annual Report for defirnllon of Adjusted'.

We have established a new business in Brisbane, Australia
based around the rail and mining sectors, which provides

We will continue to pursue substantial organic growth across

external rollout. I expect all of these initiatives to enhance

the Group's first presence there since 2003 and an

our markets, supported by acquisitions. As we move toward

and strengthen our business as we move toward the next

additional joint venture arrangement in China strengthened

our vision of becoming an Integrated Global Enterprise, our

stage of our evolution.

our buildings & infrastructure and environment sector

strategy is clear and our course is set to strengthen the

portfolios in that region.

"We will continue to pursue
substantial organic growth
across our markets"

business and to fill the gaps in our geographic and service

Scott Wilson enters the new financial year with our order

coverage.

book at record levels and a stronger market sector position
as a result of recent acquisitions and a continuing demand for

"My thanks goes to each

our services wortdwide. However, looking forward, it does

ofyou,furyoursupport

environment, our markets will become more competitive than

seem

and contribution to these
Double-digit organic revenue growth was achieved in

the

developing

financial

we have seen for some time. Our best defence in difficult
times lies in our size, our inherent diversity and working

As mentioned in the previous issue of Exchange, we are

and are all delivering a range of financial and non-financial

now well through our programme of major internal

benefits to the Company. Our search for new acquisitions

development

has slowed somewhat over the past year due to an uncertain

transition towards a market sector facing management

market but the introduction of new organisations to the Group

given

and sectors.

businesses. Acquisitions such as Cameron Taylor, DGP,
Mclay Collier and others have been substantially integrated

that,

together in close collaboration across our geographies

great results"

China, India, the Middle East and some of our UK

certain

projects.

These

include

our

gradual

structure to facilitate our planned revenue growth,

remains central to our growth strategy and the pursuit of high

improved IT systems to meet and support our needs,

quality businesses is continuing.

the Talent Management Programme and MyDevelopment

Within our operations we are watchful for any impact of

"The Way We Do Business" policy booklet for better clarity

uncertainties in the financial markets but, apart from some

within corporate governance rules. In addition, our vision,

My thanks goes to each of you for your support and
contribution to these great results and, more than ever,
our ongoing success will depend on each of us focusing on
achieving our targets by displaying the commitment,
flexibility and resolve so abundant in Scott Wilson, to meet
the aspirations of our clients wortdwide.

Framework continuing focus on staff development and

reduction in the overheating within the residential property

mission and values have been updated as part of the brand

market, order book and opportunities remain at record levels.

refreshment and we are poised to begin the internal and
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COUNTRY PROFILE

INDIA

Scott Wilson, a new star of India
Mumbai-Delhi and

I

India:-

Ludhiana-Kolcatta and in urban

Three other offices In Mumbai,
Bangalore and Chennai
33 project offices across 18 states
Scott Wiison Is a market leader in India

is currently undertaking includes construction of the world's
tallest bridge, set to surpass the current title holder,

CD continues, "Business in the region benefits from being part

gorge of the Chenab River and is part of a new railway line

the Mallo in France. The Chenab Bridge will cross a deep

Scott Wilson has been In India since 1993
The head office is in Delhi

A second major infrastructure project that Scott Wilson

infrastructure, the development of investment regions and
10
industrial areas along the Delhi Mumbai industrial corridor.

of a global enterprise but with an established network of local

that will travel from Udhampur to Baramulla in the states of

offices. Local presence gives the Group access to one of

Jammu and Kashmir.

the world's highest growth markets. This, combined with
support from the Group's global brand and world-class

The new route requires numerous tunnels and bridges that

reputation, gives the 640 staff in the region the opportunity to

will be constructed in highly rugged and mountainous

work on some of the largest projects currently underway

terrain. The Chenab Bridge will cross the gorge close to the

in the country."

Sala! Hydro Power Dam, linking the small towns of
Bakkal and Kauri. Scott Wilson is providing a number

640 staff in the region

services to the client, Konkan Railway, including the

Local presence gives the Group access to one

engineering decisions, the supervision of construction

of the world's highest growth markets.

and technical specification.

proof check of designs and taking any corrective

Scott Wilson has had a presence in India since 1993 with

The bridge is 135 metres above the river bed and 1315

a headquarters in Delhi and three project offices. It has

metres long, with a steel spandrel arch span of 485 metres.

now expanded into four offices, Delhi (HQ), Mumbai,

It is estimated that over 25,000 tonnes of steel will be used
in construction, most of which will be able to withstand

Bangalore and Chennai and some 33 project offices across
18 states. Scott Wilson India is headed by Brigadier CD

Greenfield International Airport Bangalore

velocities of over 200 kmph. Construction is scheduled to be

Puri who joined in September 2003.
Dhamra Port is one such project. Scott Wilson is providing
As MD of India, CD has been responsible for the rapid

complete by December 2011.

design review and project management consultancy services

development of the business in the country. He comments,

to the Dhamra Port Company Limited for the development

· scott Wilson is a market leader in India and having

of the deepest all weather port in India.

established this dominant position, the Group is very well
placed to access India's planned £240bn spend on

temperatures as low as minus 20 degrees and wind

The new Dhamra Port is ideally located on the east coast of

infrastructure over the next five years. The country continues

India, close to the important mineral belt found between the

to present an opportunity of unparalleled scale, growth and

states of Orissa, Jharkhand and West Bengal. A deep

diversity with a strong political willingness to invest

draught port with highly mechanised handling facilities like

in infrastructure."

that planned at the site will be a great advantage to the huge
amounts of freight leaving the area and will have the capacity

Although traditionally known for services in the highways and

to accommodate super cargo vessels. These planned

bridges sector, workload has expanded into ports,

facilities will rival the most highly rated ports in the world.

"The Group is very well
placed to access India's
planned £240bn spend
on infrastructure over the
next five years."

railways, airports and urban infrastructure. Projects in the
core highways sector include developing 1OOkm of

One of the largest ports in South Asia, Dhamra is being

expressways and widening a section of the strategically vital

developed over an area of 1000 acres, with an additional

NH8 highway from Udiapur and Ratanpur. In ports and

3000 planned for further development activities. The project

airports the Group has added the capacity of 485 million MT

accompanies other current major infrastructure projects

in major ports and modernised four international airports

including 63km of railway line, 40km of six lane road and six

under PPP contracts. Projects in the railways sector include

bridges, designed to connect major national highways and

the construction of dedicated freight corridors between

cities at a cost of over £300m.

NHB Highway Widening
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OUTSPOKEN

"All we know about tomorrow is that it will
be different from today"
The challenge of sustainability - Andy McNab
To realise the goal, we have established a Sustainability
Board comprising senior Directors from each of our four
sectors and from the Executive Committee. The Board
meets quarterly under my chairmanship, It advises the Group
Board and oversees key Initiatives relating to awarenessraising, information, training and marketing.

So there is a significant commitment right up to the
Group Board to mainstream sustainability. We know that
staff are anxious to be involved and I invite your comments
and suggestions.

In the meantime, for that awkward party moment when you
are asked about what Scott Wilson is doing for sustainability,
remember the following. At the time of writing we are
submitting our second Communication on Progress related
to the United Nations Global Compact, the world's largest
corporate responsibility initiative. Our first report has been
branded "notable." We have just been awarded two Irish
architecture awards for the energy efficient Lough Key

"Time to trumpet our
success and build
a sustainable future"
The world is changing rapidly as a consequence of
globalisation, climate change and rapid urbanisation.
This means we are going to have to change, adapt and

Forest Visitor Centre and we are currently appraising
the sustainability of all 15 proposed eco-towns for the
Government. Time to trumpet our success and build
a sustainable future.

"Two Irish architecture
awards for the energy

innovate. We need to ensure that all our projects contribute
to environmental conservation , economic growth and

efficient Lough Key

social cohesion - sustainable development - to meet our
commitment to becoming a global consultancy of

Forest Visitor Centre"

the first rank.

Environmental, broader economic and social elements are
now an essential component of every project. It is no longer
the case that the lowest capital cost project is always the
best. Even the commercial banks are now requiring
developers seeking loans to demonstrate that they
have considered the sustainability of their projects,
the environmental, economic and social impacts.
So we need to move forwards, to promote sustainability in our
own operation, in our design services and as a discrete
consultancy service. Our goal, completely in tune with the
company vision, is to be a sustainable company providing
leading edge sustainability services.

To respond to the challenges, Hugh Blackwood chaired a
major internal conference in Westminster in January.

It quickly became apparent just how extensive Is our
sustainable development expertise. We have the skills to be
a major international player but do not tend to integrate
them or promote them as effectively as we perhaps should.
n

COMMUNITY FOCUS

School Opening Ceremony,
Toto, Mozambique
'
The Scott W ilson Millennium Project.. Helping children smile across the miles
~

After two years in the planning, three months of intensive

poisonous arthropods and the odd bout of traveller's tummy).

construction , and a great deal of hard work from all of those

A highlight for everyone was time spent with the children,

involved, the school, funded by the Scott Wilson Millennium

who brought a smile to the volunteers' faces every day with

Project and built by volunteers from Scott Wilson, has now

their enthusiasm and curiosity. From the daily biogs (a full

been officially opened and handed over to the Mozambican

account can be found at www.tofoschool.blogspot.com),

Department of Education.

It seems that the local food also made a big Impression on our
volunteers. Love it or hate it, it was certainly different to back

The ceremony. held on Tuesday 19th August, was well

home. This applied equally to all aspects of the culture,

attended

political

which was fully embraced. From the language to the nightlife,

representatives and the Scott Wilson Schools Team.

and everything in between, the volunteers immersed

John

themselves in the Mozambican way of lffe.

by

Nutt,

local

parents

International

and

CEO

children ,

and

Patron

of the

Scott Wilson Millennium Project cut the rtbbon to officially
open the school and presented the school headmaster,
Juliao, with a selection of books for the library.

The Scott Wilson Millennium Project Is committed to
maintaining an ongoing relationship with the local community.
This will involve regular visits by chartty representatives and

The school is fully furnished with thirty desks in each

Scott Wilson staff, to gauge the school's progress and identify

classroom, a library containing 200 books, a toilet block,

further initiatives. For example. we are considertng twinning

blackboards and a selection of stationery. These facilities

the school with a primary school in the UK and will continue

will help the children of Tofo take full advantage of their

to make regular donations of stationery and library books.

educational opportunities, enabling them to improve the
quality of lffe for themselves, their families and the wider

Finally, a big thank you goes out to all of those who

community. The building will also be used for a host of

contributed and helped to make this project possible.

community activities, induding adult education, a basic health

Without the volunteers, the support and encouragement

clinic and village gathertngs.

from the charity's Patrons and Trustees, the expertise of
our project partners, QUEST, and of course all the many

The funding and building of the school has been

donations made by Scott Wilson staff, this school could not

commemorated by a plaque at the entrance and one of the

have been built.

classrooms has been dedicated to Stephen Kimmett,
previously Scott Wilson's Finance Director and a valued

The Scott Wilson Millennium Project 1s your registered chartty

Patron of the Scott Wilson Millenniu m Project from

(reg. charity number 1108630). We are always on the lookout

2000-2007.

for new ideas for projects in the developing world. If you

The volunteers have worked extremely hard over the

which will

construction pertod , enabling the project to be delivered on

disadvantaged community, let us know.

have an idea for a project that the chartty can fund,
have a clear benefit to children in a

time and within budget, despite numerous setbacks
(including the vagaries of Mozambican material deliveries,
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Email: millennium.project@scottwilson.com

COMMUNITY FOCUS

Recipe to make a school:-

43 volunteers
500 bags of cement
1,800 eggs
Blood, sweat and 2 years of planning
11 local craftsmen
25 buckets of paint
300 smiling children
Just £28,000 - that's less than £100 per child
Modest input - major impact!

Sichuan Earthquake Update
In the aftermath of the devastating earthquake in Sichuan

Wolong, known as China's largest breeding centre for the

Province, China, Scott Wilson has raised funds, provided

Giant Panda, has relocated nearty all of its pandas to safer

tents and visited impacted areas. To date, we have raised

facilities. We are greatly relieved to learn that Wolong,

HK$418,660 including matching funds from the company.

despite being just a few kilometres from the epicentre,

Most has been distributed to the Hong Kong Red Cross

sustained relatively low casualties. We regret that

(HK$153,000), the Mainland's Central Disaster Relief Fund

approximately 43 people out of a local population of 5,000

(RMB154,158) and we procured three large 6m x 9m tents

people lost their lives in the disaster.

(RMB 77,000) for our Scott Wilson Millennium Project
(SWMP) partners at the local schools in Wolong, Sichuan.

We have heard that the government is planning to rebuild the

The much-needed tents arrived in Wolong on 12 June but

expansive valley site 20km east of Wolong. Scott Wilson is

they could not be used as temporary classrooms since the

in direct contact with the top Wolong officials to offer further

panda breeding centre and museum at a safer, more

massive upheaval resulted in classes being suspended until

humanitarian assistance, and to determine how best to

September. The tents are now being used as the interim

disburse remaining SWMP funds. China Division is thankful

headquarters of the Wolong Government Administration!

for your concern for the people of Sichuan.

PEOPLE FIRST

Calling all the heroes
Scott Wilson Awards Nominations
For the past 2 years, we have celebrated the very best

At the time of publication, the nomination process for the

awards which will be announced in lhe January edition

examples of our values in action, our people! This year as

Annual Scott Wilson Awards will be well underway.

of Exchange.

we refresh and further embed our 'brand values' into

The closing date for the International nominations is

everything we do, we want to continue to recognise and

1st October with presentations laking place during

celebrate those individuals and teams within Scott Wilson

November/December. In December the patrons of the

that exemplify the very best we have to offer.

Scott Wilson Millennium Project will judge the global

Nominations categories
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A New Port of Call for Scott Wilson in Australia
Welcome to Alan Betts - and Scott Wilson in Sydney
Scott Wilson welcomes Alan Betts as Head of the new

Driven by the buoyant demand for resources, notably coal

including Mining, there will be a need to integrate

Sydney office. Alan was formally head of the NSW maritime

and iron ore, most ports along Australia's coastline have

the Australian

division for a major Australian consultancy, GHD. A civil

major expansion plans. For a resource driven economy,

Scott Wilson business.

engineer with over 25 years experience in a wide range of

the synergy required between ports and railways provides

port infrastructure and coastal development work, Alan has

numerous opportunities to work closely with the Scott Wilson

now taken the challenge of developing a Ports related

Railways learn, which has recenUy established in Brisbane.

business for Scott Wilson in Australia from a Sydney base.

Plans are being developed to provide senior rail staff in

operations within

one

consolidated

"Australia is a market

Sydney and ports staff in Brisbane. The environmental
capability in Brisbane has been enhanced by the recent
appointment of Jeromy Claridge and James Fjeldsoe and
further environmental staff appointments are planned
for Sydney.
Alan noted that •Australia is a market well suited for
Scott Wilson's globally strong capabilities in the ports and
ports transport related sectors. This is a very exciting

well suited for
Scott Wilson's globally strong
capabilities in the ports
and ports transport related
sectors. This is a very exciting

challenge and I look forward to contributing lo the
development of Scott Wilson in Australia". At the time of

challenge and I look forward

writing, the office location, facilities and appointment of
support staff for the Sydney Office were still being finalised.

to contributing to the

Development of this new Sydney-based ports business will

development of Scott Wilson

be the responsibility of Scott Wilson's SE Asia Regional
Director, Ronnie Thomson. With the great interest being
shown in Australia from other parts of the Group,
Railways and Environmental in Brisbane, plus others
1?

in Australia."

